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about us

Established in 2010 in Agnosine – Brescia, 
Mecor Srl specialises in precision mechanical 
manufacturing and construction for third 
parties.

We can provide customers with a complete 
service, creating a collaborative 
dialogue that extends beyond the simple 
customer/supplier relationship, with the 
ability to satisfy any request and to create 
items from the design phase to the finished 
product.

Professionalism and competence are put at 
your service, with the support of new 
and latest generation machinery that 
guarantee the highest quality  of the 
products.

design

The technical department of Mecor Srl 
specializes in CAD/CAM and 3D design and 
programming, utilizing excellent software 
such as Esprit Cam and Visi Cam, to ensure 
maximum customer satisfaction, even in 
complex machining processes. 

Starting from the customer's request or 
provided drawing, we develop the 
manufacturing specifications for our work 
centers, incorporating feasibility studies, 
engineering, and product industrialization in 
close collaboration with the customer.
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milling

Services for mould makers up to 
dimensions 1.500 x 1.500 x 800 mm:

√ Drilling
√ Grinding
√ Roughing of mould holders
√ Flattening and squaring

small batches

We also produce small batches, for example:

√ Samples

√ Small series

√ Special productions

services
Using qualified suppliers, we also o�ffer 
the following services:

√ Surface treatments
anodising of any colour, hot or cold burnishing, 
sandblasting, satin finishing, painting

√ Heat treatments
remediation, phosphating, induction/TAF, nitriding, 
vacuum

(delrin, nylon, polyzene)√ Alluminium
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materials
Our � exibility allows us to work 
and therefore to perform parts in 
di�fferent materials, such as:

√ Steel √ Brass
   √ Plastic

√ Rubber √ Vetronite



To fully satisfy customer requests, Mecor Srl collaborates with companies and craftsmen who offer 
the following services:

carpentry

Medium-small carpentry work through laser cutting, waterjet cutting and 
subsequent processing.
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